
Please remember that students will be dismissed 15 minutes early on Thursday, May 27 as part of a
required emergency response drill. They should be home 15 minutes early if they walk or ride the
2:30 school bus. DHS after school activities will proceed as usual and DHS students who need to
see teachers after school may ride the 3:30 bus home. 3PK dismisses at their normal 3:00PM time.

May 26, 2021

Dear School Community Members,

As we approach Memorial Day weekend, I’m reminded of the sacrifices of so many men and women
in uniform throughout the history of our nation. I’m grateful to all those who have answered the call
of duty and for the American Legion Goho Post 87 and the Dansville VFW whose members
celebrate and honor all those who serve.  On Memorial Day at noon, the Legion will dedicate the
Memorial Wall in honor and memory of 63 Dansville area servicemen and servicewomen who lost
their lives while on active duty.  The event will be held at the Legion and is open to the public.

Here are important updates on the Vaccination Clinic, leadership changes at DCSD and the latest
COVID-19 numbers.

Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccination Clinic for Individuals Ages 12 and Up from 4-6 PM at Dansville High
School on Tuesday, June 2. Livingston County is hosting the clinic with our assistance in the DHS
gym.  Students need parent permission to be vaccinated and they must be accompanied by a
parent.  The clinic will be available to the general public including adults once we ensure that we have
enough doses for young people whose parents register them.  Please consult with your family
physician before making the decision to vaccinate to make sure the vaccination is right for your
children. Parents may follow this link to register their children ages 12 and older.

Big Shoes to Fill. Congratulations are in order for Mike Mistretta on his retirement at the end of the
year.  Mike has served with distinction first as a bus driver and then as our Transportation Supervisor.
There was a time when DCSD transportation needed to be reorganized and rebuilt.  So we
conducted a thorough traffic and safety study which led to an actionable report.  Mike worked with
bus drivers, mechanics and Dispatcher Rene Sherry to overhaul the system and make important
changes that improved safety and stability for all. Mike is responsible for leading that transformation
over the past 10 years and then contributing to the redesign of the transportation facility.

Mike is also responsible for leading the District’s effort to reduce our carbon footprint by transitioning
our bus fleet from gas and diesel fuels to propane. This year Mike further helped the District by
taking the reins of the Facilities Department.  2020-21 has been the most challenging year in school
history for all of us and especially for facilities and transportation and we are eternally grateful for
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Mike’s work, his trustworthiness and his dedication to the students, families and employees of
Dansville Central Schools.  The District will be posting for two positions, Transportation Supervisor
and Director of Facilities II, this week (see attached postings on the last 2 pages).

New Primary School Principal Announced. I'm very pleased to announce that Melissa Goho was
appointed by the Board of Education as our new primary school principal on Tuesday, May 18.  Mrs.
Goho is an experienced leader having served at Victor Central School District as their assistant
primary school principal since 2014.  Before that she served as a school psychologist in Victor and
Marion Central School Districts (8 years combined in this role).  Mrs. Goho taught special education
and general education at Marion before becoming a school psychologist.  She is very familiar with
DPS curricular directions as Victor has taken a similar approach over the years.

Mrs. Goho emerged as the clear choice to lead DPS into the future after a very competitive process
involving 25 applicants, 11 first round interviewees and 6 semi-finalists interviewing with over 30
faculty, staff, parents and administrators.  Mrs. Goho will hit the ground running when she begins on
July 1.

The work that we do at Dansville Primary School is incredibly important because DPS provides the
educational foundation for all that comes after. Thank you to all who participated in the committee
process that led to Mrs. Goho’s selection.

Quarantines and positives. Numbers are down across the County totaling 61 but 19 of those (31%)
are in the Dansville area.  We have seen an increase in quarantines and positives especially at DHS.
Most of the DHS quarantines and positives can be directly linked to behavioral choices of students
outside of school.

5/26/21 DPS EBH ES DHS District

Quarantined Students 6 1 33 NA

Quarantined Employees 1 1 0 0

COVID-19 Positive Students 1 0 4 NA

COVID-19 Positive Employees 0 1 0 0

I hope you enjoy the extended weekend and have the opportunity to relax with family before we
begin our sprint to the finish line.  We’re almost there.

Sincerely,

Dr. Paul J. Alioto
Superintendent
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Recent Numbers of Positives and Quarantines at DCSD

The time plots below have been updated to provide a view of quarantines and positives in each
school broken down by students and employees through 5/26/21.
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